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Resolution about the imperialist interventions
In a time where the contradictions of imperialism is evolving day by day and even the international
law and the human rights are being violated, the struggling youth of the world states united and
ready to defend its future, despite how strong the enemies of the people are. Imperialism shows its
worst face, whether we think of the continuous interventions that have been going on for decades,
in the battle for the exploitation of the planet's natural resources, or if we turn our attention to the
most recent interventions, which may not come in the form of armed war, but they are still
instruments of the imperialists' dominance against the peoples.
•
In Latin America, the strengthening of far-right and neo-fascist powers, the war of attrition
and the coup d’états against of democratically governments are intensifying. These efforts are
nothing but another expression of the escalating aggression of the local reactionary and fascist forces
being supported, as usual, by the US and their allies.
•
We condemn the criminal economic blockade imposed by the US against the Cuban
Revolution and any attempt of intervention in the countries of Latin America. We reaffirm the
solidarity and support towards Cuba and its people who, despite the difficulties, resist the escalated
attacks of the US government by preserving and promoting solidarity, social justice and humanism,
the ideals of peace and socialism.
•
The aggression of imperialism intensifies against the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela and its
people. We denounce the threats, the economic, financial and diplomatic blockade, the attempted
violations against the sovereignty of Venezuela and the coup d’état attempts, as well as the refuse
to recognize to the legitimate president Nicolas Maduro Moros and we reaffirm our solidarity with
the people of Venezuela.
•
We support the efforts of the people of Colombia for the peace process and we denounce
any violation to the peace agreement by the reactionary government of the country.
•
We denounce all the reactionary policies of the government of Brazil which after the election
of Bolsonaro is acting against the interests of the Brazilian people as a puppet of the US in Latin
America. We denounce the coup process that led to the illegal dismissal of President Dilma Russef
and the unfair arrest of Lula da Silva.
•
We demand the elimination of the more than 80 US and NATO military bases in Latin
American and Caribbean territory, such as Guantanamo, and we ask for the recovery of sovereign
territories and seas of the countries of Latin America and the Caribbean
•
We reaffirm our solidarity with the struggles of the peoples of Chile and Bolivia who during
the last period are facing the aggression of imperialism, with different means in each case. In the
same way we stand with solidarity with all the peoples of the region who give their own struggles.
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•
In Africa, the ongoing occupation of Western Sahara by the Moroccan authorities is
preventing the Saharawi people from exercising the right of self-determination, which is against all
the UN resolutions and the principles of international law. The human rights’ situation in the occupied
territories of Western Sahara is alarming. The Saharawi refugees situation is also precarious and the
humanitarian aid dedicated to them is too much politicized by some specific countries who are trying
to use the aid as a political weapon to pressure Polisario Front’s decisions and positions. WFDY
reaffirms its steadfast position on the side of the Saharawi youth and their right to a free sovereign
state. Likewise, it condemns the complicity and negligence of the EU and, especially, Spain and
France, which are taking advantage of the Saharawi fishing and other natural resources under
Moroccan authorities’ control. We support the boycotting to any products coming from the
plundering of the occupied land of Western Sahara.
•
WFDY calls for the unconditional removal of the illegal and unjust Economic Sanctions
imposed on Zimbabwe by the USA and European Union. The Sanctions have caused untold suffering
to the ordinary people of Zimbabwe throng crippling of its economy.
•
We stand in solidarity with the Iraqi people and especially the youth who are facing the regime
backed by imperialism. The sectarian regime and its militia who is kidnapping and has caused
hundreds of dead and thousands of injuries for demanding social justice.
•
WFDY reaffirm its solidarity with the people of Swaziland who are giving their own struggle
risking their lives every day in a regime which acts with prosecution, torture and murder. We salute
the struggles of the people of Sudan who are trying to get rid of the oppression of many decades
through their peaceful revolution that was answered by extreme violence and oppression and we
stand by against the pressure they receive during the “transitional period”.
•
In the Middle East, an ongoing massacre occurs on a daily basis. Yemen is still in a state of
chaos due to the foreign military interventions and religious and sectarian clashes that are constantly
promoted and reinforced by the USA and their allies. Libya is divided between armed factions and
the ongoing war there reflects the contradictions between imperialist states. Iraq, after years of
American occupation, is de facto truncated, while in neighboring Syria and Lebanon the instability
and the ongoing Israeli aggression continue to prevail. The people of Syria have faced for years the
foreign interventions. We condemn the acts of aggression and occupation by American imperialism
and members of NATO as well as the occupation of the Golan Heights by Zionist Israel and declare
our solidarity with the just struggle of the Syrian people for the liberation of their occupied territories
and the maintenance of independence and full national sovereignty. We demand, the immediate
shutdown of foreign military bases in all those countries and withdrawal from military operations
abroad.
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•
We condemn the direct and indirect support to fascism, religious fundamentalism, ultrareactionary and criminal forces and oppressive regimes. We sentence the acts of aggression
especially by US.
•
We demand the liberation of occupied territories, such as the Lebanese KafrShuba hills and
Shebaa Farms and the Syrian Golan Heights and we reject the US imperialistic interferences with the
recognition of the Golan Heights as “zionist territory”.
•
We stand in solidarity with the people of Lebanon who since the 17 of October (2019)
movement launched massive demonstrations demanding the change of the economic and financial
system and have been facing violence and repression by the sectarian regime
•
We stand with solidarity with the Iraqi people who are facing the regime, backed by
imperialism. We in particular stand in solidarity with the Youth women and workers of Iran who are
campaigning for their basic human and democratic rights against corruption and against
discrimination. The regime who has caused hundreds of dead and thousands of injuries on people,
for demanding social progress, as happened in November 2019 when peoples legitimate peaceful
protest was attacked by the security forces and many people were killed, injured and arrested. We
call for the release of all those detained for peacefully demanding their rights.
•
We condemn the Zionist occupation of Palestine, driven by the Israeli aggression, the tool of
imperialism, which is today worse than ever, as well as the policy of extermination of the Palestinians
through occupation, settlements, forced evictions and the isolation of Palestinian, economic barriers,
the apartheid wall, and the continuous imprisonment of the thousands of Palestinians. The situation
has surpassed any previous one, as attacks and murders have become parts of “every-day life” for
the Palestinians. WFDY strongly confirms the right of all the refugees to return with respect to the
international resolution 194, it also confirms to stand beside the struggle of the Palestinian people,
and supports its resistant, until achieving its full right in having its independent state based on the
borders of 1967 with east Jerusalem as its capital, and the application of all the legitimate
international agreements including the United Nations resolutions in the cause of Palestine. We
support the continuation of UNRWA’s work as an international witness on the refugees case of the
Palestinian people. We stress the importance of Palestinian National unity in order to unite all the
issues for which the Palestinian people are struggling. We support the struggle of the youth and the
boycott movement. We reaffirm the support of the right of the Palestinian people for freedom,
liberation, the release of prisoners and detainees in jails and lift the siege completely from Gaza and
the occupied areas. We stand against the implementation of the so called “Deal of the century”.
•
We stress the necessity for the end of war in Yemen. Especially now that the war option still
finds supportive attitude in many countries in the region, especially Saudi Arabia and the UAE, which
are directly involved with international support. We condemn the continued sales of arms to the
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oppressive monarchies of the region by Western countries. We also denounce the closing down of
several UN humanitarian programs in Yemen.
•
We denounce the escalating aggression of the Turkish state which is provoking by the
unlawful ‘designations’ of large areas within the south-east Mediterranean as well as the invasion
and occupation of Syrian soil and the violations of the Greek airspace.
•
WFDY confirms its support towards the people of Cyprus and their demand for freedom and
reunification under the solution of a bicommunal, bizonal, federal state with a single sovereignty, a
single international personality, a single citizenship, with political equality between the two
communities as it is prescribed in numerous UN Security Council Resolutions and without any foreign
guarantors. The comprehensive solution shall include: the full demilitarization of Cyprus, the
withdrawal of Turkish occupation forces and settlers, the restoration of the unity, territorial integrity
and sovereignty of the Republic of Cyprus, the respect of the independence of Cyprus, the respect
and restoration of the human rights and freedoms of all Cypriots, including the right of all refugees
to return to their homes and properties.
•
We stand against the continued hostile policy towards the people of DPRK and the aggressive
military exercise of USA and South Korea that are blocking the peace and reunification solution of
the peninsula, giving us another example of how imperialism is threatening the peace and dividing
the peoples. We stand against the appropriation of land and resources of the countries in Asia and
Pacific region by USA for imperialist military purposes or for aiming to collect and control natural
resources and transport routes. We condemn the efforts of intervening and influencing on countries
to enter into military agreements which jeopardize and threaten the peace and harmony.
•
In Afghanistan, the US has secured the establishment of its military presence. We demand
the immediate shutdown of all military bases and the withdrawal from Afghanistan.
•
We express our solidarity towards the people of Iran in their struggle for peace, sovereignty,
human and democratic rights, and social justice. The future of Iran and its political system is a matter
that should be determined by the Iranian people and them alone. We reject foreign intervention in
Iran under any pretext. We vehemently condemn the suppression and use of armed forces by the
Iranian government on people.
•
We stand against the increasing US military engagement in Asia & Pacific which poses a
serious threat to peace and sovereignty of the countries of the area.
•

We condemn the ongoing increase in military expenditures of several states. Especially we condemn
the goal of 2% of each of NATO member country's GDP for military expenditure as an act of aggression and
militarization.
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•
We denounce the US intention to create an enabling environment for the development of
widespread tension and conflict, the possibility of dangerous developments and unforeseeable
consequences. The US decision to withdraw from the mid-range missile ban treaty or the intention
to create a space force are worrying examples.

